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Free reading Neil armstrong young flyer childhood of famous
americans (PDF)

excerpt from when they were children stories of the childhood of famous men and women so whenever it is possible it is well to consider
the time of preparation as well as to admire the finished work and we shall learn to know these great men and women all the better for
hearing something of what they thought and did when they were children souls are built as temples are sunken deep unseen unknown lies
the sure foundation stone then the courses framed to bear lift the cloisters pillared fair last of all the airy spire soaring heavenward
higher and higher nearest sun and nearest star about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works emerging readers will love this ready to read value pack of six ready to read books for the price of four for an added
bonus take a peek inside for tips to help your child become a reading star perfect for emerging readers the childhood of famous americans
and stories of famous americans series illustrates the incredible true stories of great americans such as abraham lincoln albert einstein
and benjamin franklin plus check the inside of the packaging for a bonus set of tips to help your reading star soar to new heights included
in this ready to read value pack are abe lincoln and the muddy pig albert einstein john adams speaks for freedom george washington s first
victory ben franklin and his first kite thomas jefferson and the ghost riders over two million girl scouts worldwide owe their membership
to its founder juliette low a woman who as a girl growing up in the post civil war south refused to accept that girls couldn t do
everything boys could whether angrily defending her friend against taunts of schoolmates or rescuing a kitten from the highest branches
of a tree low possessed the spirit and strength of character that would lead her in adulthood to act as a world famous advocate
for girls children will experience low s joy at the gift of her very own horse feel her excitement at attending her first dance and share her
frustration with being thrust in to the role of a well behaved 19th century young lady who would rather have been riding creating
sculptures or climbing a biography of one of america s most outspoken leaders in the campaign for women s rights particularily in
getting women to vote this book has been considered important throughout the human history and so that this work is never forgotten
we have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present and future generations this whole book
has been reformatted retyped and designed these books are not made of scanned copies and hence the text is clear and readable a biography
of the young philadelphia printer who grew up to become a world renowned author diplomat scientist and inventor and one of the
founding fathers of the united states four million adults in the united states say that becoming famous is the most important goal in
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their lives in any random sampling of one hundred american adults two will have fame as their consuming desire what motivates those
who set fame as their priority where did the desire come from how does the pursuit of fame influence their lives and how is it expressed
based on the research of orville gilbert brim award winning scholar in the field of child and human development look at me answers those
questions look at me examines the desire to be famous in people of all ages backgrounds and social status and how succeeding or failing
affects their lives and their personalities it explores the implications of the pursuit of fame throughout a person s lifetime covering the
nature of the desire fame money and power the sources of fame how people find a path to fame the kinds of recognition sought creating an
audience making fame last and the resulting often damaged life of the fame seeker in our current age of celebrity fixation and reality
television brim gives us a social psychological perspective on the origins of this pervasive desire for fame and its effects on our lives
look at me is a fascinating in depth study of society s obsession with fame if you ever wondered what it s like to be famous why fame
comes to some and is sought by others it s all here jeffrey l bewkes chairman and ceo time warner in a voice filled with wisdom and insight
daring and self reflection orville brim masterfully traces the developmental origins and trajectory of fame look at me lets us see with
new eyes the cultural priorities and obsessions that feed our individual hunger and appetites a rare and rewarding book sara lawrence
lightfoot emily hargroves fisher professor of education at harvard university and author of respect and the third chapter orville
gilbert brim has had a long and distinguished career he is the former director of the john d and catherine t macarthur foundation research
network on successful midlife development former president of the foundation for child development former president of the russell sage
foundation and author and coauthor of more than a dozen books about human development intelligence ambition and personality cover
image istockphoto com susib contributions by g�k�e elif baykal lincoln geraghty ver�nica gottau vanessa joosen sung ae lee cecilia
lindgren mayako murai emily murphy mariano narodowski johanna sj�berg anna sparrman ingrid tomkowiak helma van lierop debrauwer ilgim
veryeri alaca and elisabeth wesseling media narratives in popular culture often assign interchangeable characteristics to childhood and
old age presuming a resemblance between children and the elderly these designations in media can have far reaching repercussions in shaping
not only language but also cognitive activity and behavior the meaning attached to biological numerical age even the mere fact that
we calculate a numerical age at all is culturally determined as is the way people act their age with populations aging all around the
world awareness of intergenerational relationships and associations surrounding old age is becoming urgent connecting childhood and
old age in popular media caters to this urgency and contributes to age literacy by supplying insights into the connection between
childhood and senescence to show that people are aged by culture treating classic stories like the brothers grimm s fairy tales and heidi
pop culture hits like the simpsons and mad men and international productions such as turkish television cartoons and south korean films
contributors explore the recurrent idea that children are like old people as well as other relationships between children and elderly
characters as constructed in literature and media from the mid nineteenth century to the present this volume deals with fiction and
analyzes language as well as verbally sparse visual productions including children s literature film television animation and
advertising summary a biography of the gospel singer who in her desire to sing only for god rose to world fame excerpt from boys who
became famous men stories of the childhood of poets artists and musicians the sun shone hot and when giotto was satisfied that his
sheep were all about him cropping the mosses he threw him self down in the shade of an ilex tree and wiped his forehead on the sleeve of his
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tunic about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works includes entries for
maps and atlases a biography of jim henson the famous puppeteer and creator of the muppets ������ ������������� ����������
������� ��������� ������������������������������ �������� ���������� ������������������� this bold
forward thinking text offers a clear rationale for the development of curricula and pedagogy that will reflect young people s in
school and out of school popular culture practices by providing a sound theoretical framework and addressing popular culture and
new technologies in the context of literacy teacher education this book marks a significant step forward in literacy teaching and
learning it takes a cross disciplinary approach and brings together contributions from some of the world s leading figures in the field
topics addressed include children s popular culture in the home informal literacies and pedagogic discourse new technologies and popular
culture in children s everyday lives teachers working with popular culture in the classroom this book illustrates the way in which
literacy is evolving through popular culture and new technology and is an influential read for teachers students researchers and
policy makers a biography of the famous frontiersman and congressman focusing on his childhood this book offers a range of perspectives
on children s multimodal experiences providing a ground breaking account of the ways in which children engage with popular culture
media and digital literacy practices from their earliest years many young children have extensive experience of film television printed media
computer games mobile phones and the internet from birth yet their reaction to media texts is rarely acknowledged in the national
curricula of any country this seminal text focuses on children from birth to eight years addressing issues such as media and identity
construction media literacy practices in the home the changing nature of literacy in technologically advanced societies the place of
popular and media texts in children s lives and the use of such texts in the curriculum by exploring children s engagement with popular
culture media and digital texts in the home community and early years settings the contributors look at empirical studies from around
the world and draw out vital new theoretical issues relating to children s emergent techno literacy practices with an unmatchable
team of international experts evaluating topics from text messaging to the teletubbies this book is a long overdue fascinating and
illuminating read for policy makers educational researchers and practitioners and crosses over to appeal to those in the linguistics
field childhood of famous americans series ready to read level 2 one of the most popular series ever published for young americans these
classics have been praised alike by parents teachers and librarians with these lively inspiring fictionalized biographies easily read by
children of eight and up today s youngster is swept right into history a biography emphasizing the childhood of the man who became the
first african american to sit on the united states supreme court striking illustrations and a popular graphic novel format bring to life
this anthology of literary legends and their childhoods profiling such authors as maya angelou c s lewis gene luen yang and j k rowling
these stories capture the childhood triumphs failures and inspirations that predated their careers full color ��������� ����� ����
��������������������� ��������������� ������������ �������������� ���������� ��� ����������������
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� �������������������� ����������� ��� ������������������������� �������� ����������������������
traces the life of the author of the well loved stories of the march sisters little women and its sequels a biography of a trumpeter of
humble origin who received international acclaim as a jazz entertainer presents the early life of the german born physicist whose theory
of relativity revolutionized scientific thinking ideal for beginning readers this lively inspiring and believable biography looks at the
childhood of wild west showman buffalo bill cody pony express rider scout showman and buffalo hunter a narrative tale inspired by
the first american president s childhood includes coverage of his upbringing in fredericksburg and mount vernon his devoted bond with his
older brother and the events that shaped him as a future national leader by the author of sitting bull simultaneous listen enjoy the
story of the childhood of helen keller a courageous little girl who overcame severe physical limitations turned tragedy into triumph
with the loving help of a determined teacher this volume examines early literacy research on a global scale and puts social cultural
and historical analyses in the front seat without losing sight of individual and family level matters in the process it is comprehensive
ground breaking and provocative and should help literacy researchers to think differently about the field marjorie faulstich orellana
school of education and social policy northwestern university no other publication that i am aware of brings together views from
such diverse disciplines contributing to a comprehensive statement about early childhood literacy the handbook not only reviews the
current field of situated literacy but presents some important and exciting new research it is a significant resource that promises to
become a landmark text eve bearne university of cambridge faculty of education u k this handbook brings together an astonishing array
of writers who explore contemporary political cultural and cognitive understandings of early childhood literacy literacy and
literacy acquisition are broadly defined here to encompass not just traditional notions of reading and writing but multimodalities
multiliteracies and critical literacies it is rich and comprehensive an invaluable resource for scholars educators and students of early
childhood literacy elsa auerbach professor of english university of massachusetts boston this book is unique in its broad consideration
of topics and its global focus i particularly appreciate how the editors have situated current research in an historical context they
have also included development issues pedagogy research and the newest areas of interest critical literacy and popular culture diane
barone university of nevada reno in recent years there has been a virtual revolution in early childhood studies with a mass of books and
papers seeking to re examine and reposition childhood at the same time an equally significant area has developed within literacy studies
reflecting a growing interest in the nature of literacy as a socially situated phenomenon there is increased interest in literacy as a
multimodal concept in which symbolic meaning is a central concept rather than more conventional and narrower notions of literacy the
handbook of early childhood literacy is central in providing access to all these different perspectives the handbook offers a way
through the vast diversity of publications on early childhood literacy by providing comprehensive and up to date reviews of research
and thinking in early childhood literacy the arrangement of chapters reflects a contemporary perspective on research into early
childhood literacy major sections include the global world of early childhood literacy childhood literacy and family community and
culture the development of literacy in early childhood pedagogy and early childhood literacy and researching early childhood literacy
contributions by leading authorities focus on literacy as a socially situated and global experience one that is evolving in relation to
changes in contemporary culture and technological innovation the images of children that abound in western art do not simply mirror
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reality they are imaginative constructs representing childhood as a special stage of human life or emblematic of the human condition
itself in a compelling book ranging widely across time national boundaries and genres from ancient egyptian amulets to picasso s
guernica erika langmuir demonstrates that no historic period has a monopoly on the discovery of childhood famous pictures by great
artists as well as barely known anonymous artefacts illustrate not only western society s perennially ambivalent attitudes to
children but also the many and varied functions that works of art have played throughout its history this important research based
text explores the concept of literacy as social practice within diverse family community and educational settings its theoretical
premise that literacy learning and life chances are inextricably linked is underscored by practical example teachers stories and real
world vignettes
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When They Were Children 2017-11-24 excerpt from when they were children stories of the childhood of famous men and women so
whenever it is possible it is well to consider the time of preparation as well as to admire the finished work and we shall learn to know
these great men and women all the better for hearing something of what they thought and did when they were children souls are built as
temples are sunken deep unseen unknown lies the sure foundation stone then the courses framed to bear lift the cloisters pillared fair
last of all the airy spire soaring heavenward higher and higher nearest sun and nearest star about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
WHEN THEY WERE CHILDREN 2018 emerging readers will love this ready to read value pack of six ready to read books for the price of
four for an added bonus take a peek inside for tips to help your child become a reading star perfect for emerging readers the childhood of
famous americans and stories of famous americans series illustrates the incredible true stories of great americans such as abraham
lincoln albert einstein and benjamin franklin plus check the inside of the packaging for a bonus set of tips to help your reading star soar
to new heights included in this ready to read value pack are abe lincoln and the muddy pig albert einstein john adams speaks for freedom
george washington s first victory ben franklin and his first kite thomas jefferson and the ghost riders
Childhood of Famous Americans Set 2 2005-01-01 over two million girl scouts worldwide owe their membership to its founder juliette
low a woman who as a girl growing up in the post civil war south refused to accept that girls couldn t do everything boys could
whether angrily defending her friend against taunts of schoolmates or rescuing a kitten from the highest branches of a tree low
possessed the spirit and strength of character that would lead her in adulthood to act as a world famous advocate for girls children
will experience low s joy at the gift of her very own horse feel her excitement at attending her first dance and share her frustration
with being thrust in to the role of a well behaved 19th century young lady who would rather have been riding creating sculptures or
climbing
Childhood of Famous Americans Ready-to-Read Value Pack 2013-04-02 a biography of one of america s most outspoken leaders in the
campaign for women s rights particularily in getting women to vote
Childhood of Famous Americans Value Pack (24 Titles) 2008 this book has been considered important throughout the human history
and so that this work is never forgotten we have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for
present and future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and designed these books are not made of scanned copies and
hence the text is clear and readable
Juliette Low, Girl Scout 2011-08-01 a biography of the young philadelphia printer who grew up to become a world renowned author
diplomat scientist and inventor and one of the founding fathers of the united states
William Henry Harrison, Young Tippecanoe 2011-10-01 four million adults in the united states say that becoming famous is the most
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important goal in their lives in any random sampling of one hundred american adults two will have fame as their consuming desire what
motivates those who set fame as their priority where did the desire come from how does the pursuit of fame influence their lives and how
is it expressed based on the research of orville gilbert brim award winning scholar in the field of child and human development look at me
answers those questions look at me examines the desire to be famous in people of all ages backgrounds and social status and how
succeeding or failing affects their lives and their personalities it explores the implications of the pursuit of fame throughout a person s
lifetime covering the nature of the desire fame money and power the sources of fame how people find a path to fame the kinds of
recognition sought creating an audience making fame last and the resulting often damaged life of the fame seeker in our current age of
celebrity fixation and reality television brim gives us a social psychological perspective on the origins of this pervasive desire for fame
and its effects on our lives look at me is a fascinating in depth study of society s obsession with fame if you ever wondered what it s
like to be famous why fame comes to some and is sought by others it s all here jeffrey l bewkes chairman and ceo time warner in a voice
filled with wisdom and insight daring and self reflection orville brim masterfully traces the developmental origins and trajectory of
fame look at me lets us see with new eyes the cultural priorities and obsessions that feed our individual hunger and appetites a rare and
rewarding book sara lawrence lightfoot emily hargroves fisher professor of education at harvard university and author of respect and
the third chapter orville gilbert brim has had a long and distinguished career he is the former director of the john d and catherine t
macarthur foundation research network on successful midlife development former president of the foundation for child development
former president of the russell sage foundation and author and coauthor of more than a dozen books about human development
intelligence ambition and personality cover image istockphoto com susib
Susan Anthony 1960 contributions by g�k�e elif baykal lincoln geraghty ver�nica gottau vanessa joosen sung ae lee cecilia lindgren
mayako murai emily murphy mariano narodowski johanna sj�berg anna sparrman ingrid tomkowiak helma van lierop debrauwer ilgim veryeri
alaca and elisabeth wesseling media narratives in popular culture often assign interchangeable characteristics to childhood and old
age presuming a resemblance between children and the elderly these designations in media can have far reaching repercussions in shaping not
only language but also cognitive activity and behavior the meaning attached to biological numerical age even the mere fact that we
calculate a numerical age at all is culturally determined as is the way people act their age with populations aging all around the
world awareness of intergenerational relationships and associations surrounding old age is becoming urgent connecting childhood and
old age in popular media caters to this urgency and contributes to age literacy by supplying insights into the connection between
childhood and senescence to show that people are aged by culture treating classic stories like the brothers grimm s fairy tales and heidi
pop culture hits like the simpsons and mad men and international productions such as turkish television cartoons and south korean films
contributors explore the recurrent idea that children are like old people as well as other relationships between children and elderly
characters as constructed in literature and media from the mid nineteenth century to the present this volume deals with fiction and
analyzes language as well as verbally sparse visual productions including children s literature film television animation and
advertising
Boys Who Became Famous Men; Stories of the Childhood of Poets, Artists, and Musicians 2022-01-18 summary a biography of the
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gospel singer who in her desire to sing only for god rose to world fame
Ben Franklin 1986-10-31 excerpt from boys who became famous men stories of the childhood of poets artists and musicians the sun
shone hot and when giotto was satisfied that his sheep were all about him cropping the mosses he threw him self down in the shade of an
ilex tree and wiped his forehead on the sleeve of his tunic about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works
Look at Me! 2010-04-23 includes entries for maps and atlases
Connecting Childhood and Old Age in Popular Media 2018-01-19 a biography of jim henson the famous puppeteer and creator of the
muppets
Mahalia Jackson 1974 ������ ������������� ����������������� ��������� ������������������������������
�������� ���������� �������������������
Lessons from Childhood 1966 this bold forward thinking text offers a clear rationale for the development of curricula and pedagogy
that will reflect young people s in school and out of school popular culture practices by providing a sound theoretical framework
and addressing popular culture and new technologies in the context of literacy teacher education this book marks a significant step
forward in literacy teaching and learning it takes a cross disciplinary approach and brings together contributions from some of the
world s leading figures in the field topics addressed include children s popular culture in the home informal literacies and pedagogic
discourse new technologies and popular culture in children s everyday lives teachers working with popular culture in the classroom
this book illustrates the way in which literacy is evolving through popular culture and new technology and is an influential read for
teachers students researchers and policy makers
Boys Who Became Famous Men 2016-11-13 a biography of the famous frontiersman and congressman focusing on his childhood
Dr. Seuss 2005-06 this book offers a range of perspectives on children s multimodal experiences providing a ground breaking account of
the ways in which children engage with popular culture media and digital literacy practices from their earliest years many young
children have extensive experience of film television printed media computer games mobile phones and the internet from birth yet their
reaction to media texts is rarely acknowledged in the national curricula of any country this seminal text focuses on children from
birth to eight years addressing issues such as media and identity construction media literacy practices in the home the changing nature of
literacy in technologically advanced societies the place of popular and media texts in children s lives and the use of such texts in the
curriculum by exploring children s engagement with popular culture media and digital texts in the home community and early years
settings the contributors look at empirical studies from around the world and draw out vital new theoretical issues relating to
children s emergent techno literacy practices with an unmatchable team of international experts evaluating topics from text messaging
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to the teletubbies this book is a long overdue fascinating and illuminating read for policy makers educational researchers and
practitioners and crosses over to appeal to those in the linguistics field
National Union Catalog 1956 childhood of famous americans series ready to read level 2
Jim Henson 2000 one of the most popular series ever published for young americans these classics have been praised alike by parents
teachers and librarians with these lively inspiring fictionalized biographies easily read by children of eight and up today s youngster is
swept right into history
������� 2019-05-25 a biography emphasizing the childhood of the man who became the first african american to sit on the united
states supreme court
Popular Literacies, Childhood and Schooling 2013-04-03 striking illustrations and a popular graphic novel format bring to life this
anthology of literary legends and their childhoods profiling such authors as maya angelou c s lewis gene luen yang and j k rowling
these stories capture the childhood triumphs failures and inspirations that predated their careers full color
Davy Crockett 2008-06-30 ��������� ����� ������������������������� ��������������� ������������ �����
��������� ���������� ��� ����������������� �������������������� ����������� ��� ������������������
������� �������� ����������������������
Popular Culture, New Media and Digital Literacy in Early Childhood 2004-11-04 traces the life of the author of the well loved
stories of the march sisters little women and its sequels
Sacagawea and the Bravest Deed 2002-09 a biography of a trumpeter of humble origin who received international acclaim as a jazz
entertainer
Ray Charles 2008-06-17 presents the early life of the german born physicist whose theory of relativity revolutionized scientific
thinking
Thurgood Marshall 1998-08 ideal for beginning readers this lively inspiring and believable biography looks at the childhood of wild
west showman buffalo bill cody pony express rider scout showman and buffalo hunter
Before They Were Authors 2019 a narrative tale inspired by the first american president s childhood includes coverage of his upbringing
in fredericksburg and mount vernon his devoted bond with his older brother and the events that shaped him as a future national leader by
the author of sitting bull simultaneous
��������� 2004-11 listen enjoy the story of the childhood of helen keller a courageous little girl who overcame severe physical
limitations turned tragedy into triumph with the loving help of a determined teacher
Louisa May Alcott 1999-05 this volume examines early literacy research on a global scale and puts social cultural and historical
analyses in the front seat without losing sight of individual and family level matters in the process it is comprehensive ground breaking
and provocative and should help literacy researchers to think differently about the field marjorie faulstich orellana school of
education and social policy northwestern university no other publication that i am aware of brings together views from such diverse
disciplines contributing to a comprehensive statement about early childhood literacy the handbook not only reviews the current field of
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situated literacy but presents some important and exciting new research it is a significant resource that promises to become a landmark
text eve bearne university of cambridge faculty of education u k this handbook brings together an astonishing array of writers who
explore contemporary political cultural and cognitive understandings of early childhood literacy literacy and literacy acquisition
are broadly defined here to encompass not just traditional notions of reading and writing but multimodalities multiliteracies and
critical literacies it is rich and comprehensive an invaluable resource for scholars educators and students of early childhood literacy
elsa auerbach professor of english university of massachusetts boston this book is unique in its broad consideration of topics and its
global focus i particularly appreciate how the editors have situated current research in an historical context they have also included
development issues pedagogy research and the newest areas of interest critical literacy and popular culture diane barone university of
nevada reno in recent years there has been a virtual revolution in early childhood studies with a mass of books and papers seeking to re
examine and reposition childhood at the same time an equally significant area has developed within literacy studies reflecting a growing
interest in the nature of literacy as a socially situated phenomenon there is increased interest in literacy as a multimodal concept in
which symbolic meaning is a central concept rather than more conventional and narrower notions of literacy the handbook of early
childhood literacy is central in providing access to all these different perspectives the handbook offers a way through the vast
diversity of publications on early childhood literacy by providing comprehensive and up to date reviews of research and thinking in early
childhood literacy the arrangement of chapters reflects a contemporary perspective on research into early childhood literacy major
sections include the global world of early childhood literacy childhood literacy and family community and culture the development of
literacy in early childhood pedagogy and early childhood literacy and researching early childhood literacy contributions by leading
authorities focus on literacy as a socially situated and global experience one that is evolving in relation to changes in contemporary
culture and technological innovation
Louis Armstrong 1997 the images of children that abound in western art do not simply mirror reality they are imaginative constructs
representing childhood as a special stage of human life or emblematic of the human condition itself in a compelling book ranging widely
across time national boundaries and genres from ancient egyptian amulets to picasso s guernica erika langmuir demonstrates that no
historic period has a monopoly on the discovery of childhood famous pictures by great artists as well as barely known anonymous
artefacts illustrate not only western society s perennially ambivalent attitudes to children but also the many and varied functions
that works of art have played throughout its history
������� 2005-09 this important research based text explores the concept of literacy as social practice within diverse family
community and educational settings its theoretical premise that literacy learning and life chances are inextricably linked is underscored
by practical example teachers stories and real world vignettes
Albert Einstein 1986-10-31
Buffalo Bill 2012-11-13
George Washington 2014-08-12
Helen Keller 1983
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Catalog of Books for Children 1964
Handbook of Early Childhood Literacy 2003-10-18
First Glance 1977
Imagining Childhood 2006-01-01
Golden childhood; or, The child's own annual of pictures, poetry and music [afterw.] Merry sunbeams [afterw.] Golden childhood 1877
Diverse Literacies in Early Childhood 2014-02-01
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